The Material World
Quentin Cooper


Quentin Cooper : Oh my teen years and on the road - so far away. Some big stuff today,although not quite this big.

"What is life? It is the flash of a firefly in the night. It is the breath of a buffalo in the Winter time. It is the little shadow that runs across the grass,and loses in the sunlight."

So said blackfoot warrior Crowfoot - with his "Last Buffalo Breath" back in 1890. We won't be looking at all life,but we will delve into what the flash of a firefly reveals about insects brains.

("Alien" theme plays)

First an alien concept - nothingness - a smidgen of Jerry Goldsmith's spectacularly forgettable theme from "Alien" which fortunately had one of the more memorable movie taglines ever -In space no one can hear you scream - and why is that? Because as every fool will know - space is a vacuum,in which case I hear you ask - who changes the bags?

In fact strictly speaking - which is how we like it here - interstellar space isn't a vacuum,but it's as close as you get to the perfect vacuum - a state devoid of matter and something Aristotle, Newton, Descartes and Max Planck all had a few problems with. Although nature abhors it - scientists adore it - and many of the greatest scientific minds have at some point turned there attention to vacuums and had that they can be put to good use in such varied areas as particle accelerators and television tubes.
 Here to talk about nothing - or next to nothing  - it's history and it's applications are Michael Redhead,Professor Emeritus at Cambridge and Centennial Professor in the Philosophy of Physics at London's School of Economics and Richard Surabjee Professor of Rhetoric at Gresham College in London.
Richard Surabjee rather than work in a vacuum,I think we should attempt to define one to start with?

Richard Surabjee : Well a vacuum is "a region free from body",but that doesn't tell us much!

Quentin Cooper : Yes,what's "body" in these circumstances?

Richard Surabjee :  Yes,exactly. What is body? Well one idea is that body was a region which resisted pressure. Another idea - found in Plato - is that "body" is a region which manifests activity,energy as we'd call it nowadays.But sometimes when people were talking about vacuum,they were talking about a region that was free from a particular type of body.
It's very easy to get a region that's free from water,but what was very difficult was getting a region free from air.So that's what sometimes people are talking about.

Quentin Cooper :  There's a struggle to try and define nothing [Ref : Audio TDK c90 55B "Nothing"] isn't it? It's a real problem.

Richard Surabjee :  It's certainly a problem,but it's not absolutely nothing - because it is a region at least. Modern physics has gone to thinking about vacuum as a not realisable region in which all energy has been removed or all particles have been removed - not just air. But all energy- all particles.

Quentin Cooper :  Michael Redhead this is a problem isn't it,because as Physics has advanced and we have understood more about the sub atomic world,we've become aware of more particles,so that's more things to not be there in a perfect vacuum?

Michael Redhead : That's right and perhaps I could just add a little bit to what Richard said about the absence of body - because in modern physics there is no sharp distinction between material bodies made up of things like electrons and so forth - and forces - these are mediated by streams of particles - elementary particles like photons and gluons and so forth - and so you've really got to - if you want to create a perfect vacuum - you've got to get rid both of the material particles and also the force particles - but both those things can be subsumed under the general slogan - energy - that's the sort of E=Mc2 - you know matter is equivalent to energy. So it's really a question of can we get rid of all the energy in a region of space.

Quentin Cooper :  And can we? 

Michael Redhead : Well,the answer to that is in a very fundamental sense "No" - and this has been one of the great discoveries of modern physics,that takes one a little bit into what has gone on in quantum mechanics,one of the great developments in 20th century theoretical physics,and roughly the idea is one can think of a particle like an electron as more like a field measuring in rough terms the density or amount of electron stuff at a particular point in space and now this field is spread continuously over the whole space,but it comes in what is usually called a "quantised" version - that is to say the excitations of the field can't be any amount,but come out in discrete amounts - so you can't have half an electron or quarter electron - you've got to have one electron or two electrons - so it comes out in this discrete way and so from one point of view it looks like a field as I've said -kind of continuously spread out...

Quentin Cooper :  I wish you could see the hand move mimes that make up that field!

Michael Redhead : (laughs) ..and from other points of view it looks like a particle that's got this discreteness or particulate aspect,and that is the famous principle called wave/particle duality that goes right through modern theoretical physics,that there are two aspects to everything a wave and a particle aspect. But when you come to the question "can you get rid of energy completely ?"- the answer - the reason why the answer to that is "No" - the energy comes in two sorts,the Kinetic Energy and the Potential Energy - the sum of the two is the total energy,well what happens - this is another principle in quantum physics called "The Uncertainty Principle"...

Quentin Cooper :  Now miming  a see-saw yes....!!

Michael Redhead : (giggling) ... that if you try to do...get rid of the potential energy then the kinetic energy goes up and vice versa - so you get a kind of sort of trade-off,until the minimum energy - it never goes down to zero - you can't for example -if you have a pendulum swinging in a grandfather clock,you can never actually get it completely at rest - it's always got a little kind of "jiggle" which is called the "zero point energy" or the "vacuum fluctuation".

Quentin Cooper :  Richard Surabjee that's a "No" then?

Richard Surabjee : That's a "No" , that's a "No",you can't get this absolute vacuum,you might get closer to a vacuum which didn't have any air in it,but even that hasn't been got 100%.

Quentin Cooper : What's the nearest? I mean I mentioned outer space,is that as close as we get to a perfect vacuum?

Michael Redhead : Well,remember apart from the question of these vacuum fluctuations which are everywhere, we just can't get rid of that,there's also the question of screening off various types of force,that might be across a region. You can get rid of electrical - magnetic forces you can shield - the one thing you can't shield is gravitation. So gravitation is everywhere - that's a kind of basic problem - you can't as it were - pump gravity out of a flask - if you put it crudely - trying to empty your flask of everything,and in empty space you're always going to have gravitation around,because we've got the stars and the galaxies still producing gravitation.

Quentin Cooper :  This is one thing I don't understand,because if there is areas of space where there is very,very,very low density of particles even if not a perfect vacuum,why aren't - through forces of gravity and attraction - why isn't there an attempt at equilibrium here from these other particles? Why don't things balance out?

Michael Redhead : No,gravity is peculiar like that because gravity is an attractive force - the reason you can shield other forces is they come in positive and negative charges,so you can balance it out. But there isn't a kind of repulsive form of gravitation it's all attractive,and also gravity falls off very slowly with distance,of course this is the famous inverse square law,which is much slower than other types of force,so gravity spreads right through the whole universe and is part and parcel of the structure of the universe - it's just quite impossible to get rid of gravity and empty space is full of gravitational effects going off.

Quentin Cooper :  Richard I don't suppose the early philosophers were grappling with wave/particle duality and all these forces,but we have been intrigued by vacuum since the earliest times haven't we?

Richard Surabjee :  That's true. In the 5th century BC even before Plato,people were asking did you have regions that were absolutely empty? They were really asking about the vacuum. I think Plato in the 4th century took the discussion forward quite a bit,more because he was talking about body rather than the vacuum.

[It's nice to know even then attractive bodies were being talked about -LB]

He had the idea that body was a sort of region,and he also had the idea that body was connected with activity. If you put those two ideas of Plato together,you've got the idea that body is a region showing activity,

[Yes we all like our attractive bodies to show activity if possible -  LB]

which is related to the modern idea of a region manifesting energy.
And so those are certain steps on the way to clarifying what a vacuum would be.

Quentin Cooper : And Aristotle I think he had a few gripes as well didn't he?

Richard Surabjee :  Well, he took a very hostile approach to the vacuum,he thought it would make motion impossible,because why would anything move in one direction rather than another? Or else it would have to explode in every direction. So he was against it,and he thought he could even do without the idea of three dimensional space,but that view was a bit of a loser!!

Quentin Cooper : Okay we'll deal with three dimensional space another time! What about - what do we know about some of the early experiments on vacuums?

Richard Surabjee :  Well we do have a reference to people blowing up balloons and say - to try and prove that people didn't really have a vacuum because it was air pressure which you could feel inside the balloons. Perhaps the best we know about the practical discussions on the vacuum,is the advice that we were given on making moving toys.
 There's a treatise from the 3rd century BC and the treatise from about 100 BC which lovingly describe how to make metal toys,which run on  - some of them on vacuum - some of them on steam - some of them on hydraulics,and they are very beautiful and you could actually make them from these instructions.

Quentin Cooper : What 3rd century BC? Wonderful Toys.

[<As the Joker> Where does he get those wonderful toys?]

I remember from school,I don't know whether it's still on the syllabus these days but something about - something from the 17th century about two teams of horses to pull apart two hemispheres - do either of you remember this classic experiment? [I do -LB]

Richard Surabjee : Well,well,that was Guerica in 1654,and he really got a long way towards getting a vacuum in the sense of a region that was free of air particles - perhaps 99% - what he did was he took two hemispheres and created a vacuum inside the hemispheres and then he had 16 horses which failed to pull the hemispheres apart,because he'd got a 99% vacuum inside - vacuum only in this restricted sense though of the air had been pumped out by his vacuum pumps.

Quentin Cooper : You see? That's the kind of pop science experiment that TV science documentary's love to this day. I mean you haven't been able to...

Richard Surabjee :  It would look very good on TV!

Quentin Cooper : ...can't tear wild horses away from this one. What's the basic physics Michael,in this circumstance,that's holding those two hemispheres together?

Michael Redhead :  Well of course to the man in the street they sometimes think there's a kind of "force of suction" when you get the vacuum created,it sort of sucks the hemispheres together - of course it's not that at all - it's the pressure of the air outside which is pushing the hemispheres together - and it's really just the fact that we live at the bottom of an enormous well of air several miles high,which as got a great deal of weight.

[That's the sort of misconception of every day physics that confuses people when they are told actually how it works - it's how brains can make up working models of the world that are just plain WRONG - in quantum physics many of the "working models" that one is used to  - fail to be appropriate and that's what makes it hard for some to grasp -LB]

And that was discovered in the 17th century,particularly by Toritecelli who was a disciple of Galileo,who first invented the barometer,that if you invert a tube of Mercury that it won't stand up beyond 76 cm high- above the Mercury in the barometer there's a little space - people wonder well what's in that space?!
 And some people thought it was a perfect vacuum and other people said "No it's a subtle ether in there" and so forth - there was a lot of discussion about what there is in this space. But this was taken up particularly by Pascal,and remember he's a Frenchman so instead of doing it with Mercury he has a 40 foot tube and fills it with wine,sensible man!!
And people come from far and wide to see this column of wine supported by the pressure of the atmosphere.

Quentin Cooper :  Probably had it left over from his pasteurisation experiment.
 [I think that joke might have worked if it hadn't have been Pasteur who did the pasteurisation experiment -LB]

Michael Redhead :   Well of course that leads on to all the modern applications in meteorology and so forth...

Quentin Cooper : I was just going to ask about that...

Michael Redhead :   ..so a vacuum is essential to that.

Quentin Cooper : ...but I mean is it still a hi-tech science - are new applications for vacuums being found...?

Michael Redhead :  Oh yes.

Quentin Cooper :  Or has science moved on to the microchip an away from the vacuum?

Michael Redhead : No absolutely not. I mean the most familiar example of a vacuum is your television tube - the cathode ray tube - and in that you've got beams of electrons which get focused on the fluorescent screen producing the picture,but if you've got any significant amount of air inside the tube,this will scatter the electrons and you won't get any sharp picture at all,you've got to get a much better vacuum than Geurica achieved,which was a sort of 1% of air left in - you've got to get less than one part in a million of air in a typical television tube.

[A measure of mankind's ability - imagine 16 horses not being able to pull a 99% evacuated sphere apart,and then that the TV tube is regularly evacuated to a greater degree - so easy to take for granted when watching a TV set that engineers have gone to such trouble - just so people can watch crap like "Big Brother" - LB]

Quentin Cooper :   How do you measure that? How do you know how good a vacuum you've got - what's the scale,and how can you tell?

Michael Redhead : Well it's essentially the weight of air per cubic centimetre that's left in your apparatus.

[Really? So you'd measure that in Cm and the weight of the "miles" of air above us? Expect an error in the TV tubes near you -LB]

And there are gauges methods of measuring,that - essentially you're measuring the pressure of the remaining air - so it's rather like the Mercury measuring the weight of the atmosphere, well you know a very small thread of Mercury would measure a much smaller pressure if you'd evacuated most of the air out of a vessel or globe.

Quentin Cooper :   I notice you've not mentioned vacuum cleaners as an example of vacuums!

Michael Redhead : Well vacuum cleaners of course,they don't need a high vacuum you see,that needs a sort of Geurica type vacuum - a 1% vacuum will do perfectly well - against the differential force between the air and the lower force produced inside the vacuum,so vacuum cleaners operate with much lower vacua. For higher vacua you need in all the atomic physics experiments,particle accelerators another good example - very high vacuum got to be maintained - again not to interfere with the particle beam to let them scatter with the air molecules and so forth.
There's a very much developed technology for very high vacuum which is now far in excess of one part in a million.

Quentin Cooper : Richard finally is there more still to be learned from vacuums,will more people try to make perfect vacuums despite what you said about it's impossibility?

Richard Surabjee :   I think it's bound to remain of theoretical interest,as well as practical interest - because understanding what a body is and understanding what a vacuum is go hand in hand,and I think everybody is interested in what sort of thing body is [Amen to that -LB] whether they think it's atoms or a field full of energy

[If I had a body in a field I'd be full of energy - LB]

or whatever they think - we'll go on being interested in what body is,so I think we're going to go on having a theoretical interest in what vacuum is,even though we can't foresee all the practical applications - I'm sure there'll be practical applications as well.

[Yes physical practical applications in a field full of energy sucking out a vacuum, sounds eminently possible in theory to me - LB]

Quentin Cooper :  So by trying to understand what isn't we get a better idea of what is?

Richard Surabjee : Exactly.

Quentin Cooper :   Professors Richard Surabjee and Michael Redhead, many thanks for so  succinctly and successfully filling up that otherwise empty space.And if you'd like to discover more about vacuums or about bug brains which is where we're headed next,then first port of call should be our webpage. Journey across the trackless wastes of cyberspace until you reach the Radio 4 site at www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 that's all one word with the 4 as a number - and you'll find Material World in the list of regular programmes.
Now this is a bit loud.

["Bug City" plays]

Warned you. One of several fine bug related songs by the Presidents of the United States of America. I started to develop a new appreciation of insect behaviour - which means a new respect for the sophistication of insect brains - very small - just a tiny bundle of neurones,but capable of producing some very complex behaviour,which we're only beginning to fully understand - things like the flashing of fire flies,long marvelled at, but only recently has the mechanism and it's likely purpose been explained by a team under Barry Trimmer,Associate Professor of Neurobiology of Tufts University in Massachussets. Barry's on the line from Boston,and to talk more generally about insect brains,we're also joined by Dr Morris Elphick,Senior Lecturer in Animal Physiology and Neuroscience at Queen Mary University of London. Morris Elphick I'm going to spend a little time with Barry and his fire flies,but just generally - is studying insect and their brains simply and end in itself or can we learn about other animals and ourselves?

Morris Elphick :  Well essentially what we now know is that the basic mechanisms that operate in the brain of an insect are in fact very similar to the mechanisms that operate in our brains.
The basic chemicals that are used are the same - often,and the actual properties of the nerve cells are also the same.

Quentin Cooper : And when you say "we now know" - this is a relatively late discovery is it? We sort of ignored insects as a source?

Morris Elphick :  No they've been studied for over a hundred years in terms of understanding the structure of the nervous system but I think only in the last decade or so has it become apparent that the actual chemicals for example,that neurotransmitter systems that they use are in fact the same chemicals that are used in our brains.

Quentin Cooper : Okay we shall come back to this,but Barry Trimmer you've unlocked the secret of the fire fly, I didn't even know it had a secret.

Barry Trimmer : Well I don't remember seeing any in England when I was growing up there - but they are very common here on the Eastern seaboard of the United States and in the Southern States they are referred to as "lightning bugs". They're actually not fire flies at all,they're fire beetles - they illuminate their abdomen when they are communicating about reproduction.

[That's handy - saves a lot of small talk - LB]
So in the late spring- early summer - you see the males flying around and they flash to try and find out where the females are,and the females flash back and the male goes down and there's a dialogue between them.
My colleague Sarah Lewis actually is interested in what they are telling one another - we don't really know. In some cases there are some fire flies that fool the others,they're very large predatory ones.and they flash with a mimicry flash of another species,when the male sees it he thinks there's a super large female he goes down to  try and mate and gets eaten.

Quentin Cooper :  As you say there are similarities with the human world as well then, yes!

Barry Trimmer : They're very interesting animals because when you see them out in the woods they're quite magical,like little fairy flashes going on in the woods,but what we've been  looking at is the mechanism of the control of the flash,and a lot had already been done - we're fairly newcomers to this field - but a lot had already been done on understanding how the nervous system communicated directly with the lantern,which is the light organ - and an enormous amount is known about the chemistry of the light production itself,and the contribution that we have been trying to make here is to understand the link between the two,and we think we've got..and solved the mystery. The nerve cells don't actually communicate directly with the light producing cells - there's a large gap between them and what we think is that Nitrous Oxide - which is a very interesting neurotransmitter gas  - is the communicating message between the nerve cells and the light flash.

Quentin Cooper :  I should mention that I mean Nitrous Oxide is the most spectacular growth area in science is work in Nitrous Oxide - it's this chemical that people didn't think much of and now has been discovered to do quite a remarkable range of things.

Barry Trimmer :  It was the molecule of the year,I believe,a few years ago (sniggers),it's a ubiquitous molecule.

Quentin Cooper :  I wish I'd seen the TV  coverage of that! (both laugh)

Barry Trimmer :  And it really has been discovered in an enormous number of places - and I think Morris can talk about this as well  - and it's not just there to control blood flow as it is in humans,but is also present in the nervous system - which is what we've been looking at.

Quentin Cooper : Morris I do want to stick mostly to insects and insect brains but yes,I mean Nitrous Oxide - it's important in signalling really,and all sorts of other stuff?

Morris Elphick : That's right,it's a very ancient signalling molecule,we now know that probably all animal nervous systems use Nitrous Oxide as a signalling molecule,so even the most very simple animals that you can imagine,animals that are just...sea anemones - which are thought to be some of the most primitive animals on Earth,they also use Nitric Oxide for communication between cells,and it's involved in a whole variety of different processes. The example that Barry's been talking about is a fascinating new example,but there are just a myriad of different processes that this molecule regulates.
And we know that it's involved in feeding behaviour in animals as diverse as snails,and starfish  and it's involved in the sense of smell in insects,there are just so many functions that are known,and then you're mentioning how the field has expanded,I mean I in fact checked this morning,and I noticed there just over 42,000 papers on Nitric Oxide that have been published in the last 20 years,and most of those have occurred in the last 10 years since the seminal work that was done in the late 1980s.

Quentin Cooper : Since the "boom". So Barry take me through - we know we've got your fire fly - it's turned on when it's turned on,it has it's little own personal code -like a lighthouse so that different fire flies don't mix each other up.How does Nitric Oxide come into all this?

Barry Trimmer : Well the fire fly is fairly unique in its ability to rapidly control bioluminescence. Most other other bioluminescent animals are kind of slow switching on and switching off. The fire fly really has this very, very precise control,and what we believe happens,is that Nitric Oxide gets released after the nerve stimulation,and it diffuses very,very quickly because the neat thing about Nitric Oxide and one reason that people are so excited about it is that can cross cell membranes and doesn't have to interact with the proteins on the cell membrane directly,it can go right inside cells,and we believe that it works in a slightly unusual way in the fire fly organ,a way that's not been looked at in detail in living systems.
Nitric Oxide known to inhibit mitochondrial oxygen consumption - and there's a lot of work that's been done outside of animals - and what we think happens is the Nitric Oxide just transiently inhibits the oxygen consumption of mitochondria,and in doing so there's a little rise in oxygen level inside the fire fly lantern - and the consequence of that is that it triggers the light production. It's really been known for a long time that oxygen is the critical step in producing light - all the enzymatic reactions that prime light production happened and they're just sitting there waiting for a little pulse of oxygen,and there's some controversy about how that oxygen rise occurs,and our model - and one we have evidence for - is that Nitric Oxide achieves that by inhibiting mitochondrial oxygen use.

Quentin Cooper : So it's a bit like changing the flow of gas to a gas light,or something?

Barry Trimmer : It's a little strange because in some ways you can think of it as almost switching off the power supply of the cell to make the light flash. It's not a great analogy but it's certainly similar to that - there's this little dip in the oxygen use by mitochondria,and that's interesting because if that turns out to be a mechanism present in many cells and we certainly expect it to be, because mitochondria in every cell of your body and mine - then we expect it to be quite a ubiquitous possibility - you might find that this is the way it works.

Quentin Cooper :  So even though this seems to be something that's a peculiar aspect of as you described it a unique species,there in fact maybe applications in terms of understanding ourselves and what's going on in our own body chemistry?

Barry Trimmer :  Absolutely,you know there is not just our work,but a tremendous amount of very detailed work on mechanisms of Nitric Oxide on all sorts of thing,including mitochondria - but this kind of highlights the possibility that this is something going on in cells and that could be relevant for example - during - when blood flow to the brain is stopped during stroke - you get a lot of brain damage and some of that brain damage appears to be associated with production with large amounts of Nitric Oxide. It's a very reactive gas,it probably damages cells,but it may also be inhibiting mitochondria and that maybe one of the actions that causes cell death.

Quentin Cooper :  Morris Elphick it does seem to be that when we first start thinking about insects and their very small brains,you think it's such an alien world from ourselves- but is it actually quite rewarding to be looking at a brain that's that simple because there's only so many neurones,or is it frustrating because of its very basic nature?

Morris Elphick :  In fact it's frustrating because these are actually still incredibly complicated. We would like it in fact to be even simpler in many ways - a locust brain for example - the animal I work on,particularly probably has a million neurones,and for us that's actually still to many.

Quentin Cooper :  That's a million compared to how many in a human brain?

Morris Elphick :  A billion,we're talking about billions in a human brain. So and indeed people study even simpler animals such as leeches which have even fewer neurones in the segmental gap ganglia,just say 400 neurones,and so neurobiologists are forever striving to find a simpler and simpler system simply because the behaviours that even an insect generates are still fabulously complicated,and we still are not in a position where we can understand the neural basis of even some of the most simple behaviours such as walking [Ref: I Stewart {CPG- Central Pattern Generators}]  or chewing,or whatever you might want to look at in an animal.

Quentin Cooper :   So is this neuroscience getting increasingly bottom up,we're going down down down,and if we can figure out on something simple - we can extrapolate?

Morris Elphick :  I think that is the general philosophy in neuroscience and particularly with the current fashion for genome sequencing and determining the complete complement of genes that are present in an animal in for example one of the species for  which the genome sequence has been determined is an insect - its the fruit fly -drosphilia - and so with this sort of information we now know the complete repertoire of molecules - and then we want to move from understanding all the molecules to build them up into a cellular understanding and ultimately to build those cells to build a sort of nervous system based on the understanding of complex behaviour.

Quentin Cooper :    And Barry,I think another area you're looking at is robotics,which again you wouldn't think insects and robots necessarily.

Barry Trimmer :  There's actually an enormous amount of research to look at the way articulated skeletons like cockroaches manage to walk.How are they controlled by the nervous system.Something that I'm working on that's alongside that is working on soft bodied insects like caterpillars - and we'd like to know what are the neural control mechanisms for those soft bodied movements which are very difficult for engineers to approach because of the enormous complexity of the movements that are possible. That if we look at the insect we'll gain some insight into how that might occur,and hopefully be able to make soft bodied robots.

Quentin Cooper :     It's going to make robot wars a lot more interesting! But is it actually a realisation though a bit like with kind of bottom up neuroscience,that you know we were terribly ambitious about artificial intelligence,we expected machines that would think like us - I refer here to Igor Alexander on this mornings very enjoyable "Devout Sceptics" which is repeated tonight at 9.30,but we're now realising that getting something as smart as a caterpillar is ambitious.

[If you read Roger Penrose - you realise that you can't engineer any consciousness using AI via digital computing - LB]

Barry Trimmer : Well it is in some ways but we proceed in science by making you know small steps forward and each steps gives you clues about where to look next. You sometimes can't just look at the whole complex system and understand it.

[Two points - The whole system needs to be understood AS a whole as well as sub systems and science does not make itself worse off by throwing up more questions as is suggested in R Pirsig's "Zen and the art of motorcycle maintenance" - it navigates a distinct path through those "clues" by exploiting the answers that "work" - LB]

You have to move forward a small part at a time and the type of work that we do is precisely that,looking at the simplest systems and working up.

Quentin Cooper :  Thank you very much indeed Dr Morris Elphick and Professor Barry Trimmer. Like the flash of a fire fly in the night I'm afraid its all over so quickly .The Material World will be back next week when we will be getting prematurely autumnal, and endeavouring to explain why when they fall off the trees,all the leaves aren't brown-despite what the Mamas and the Papas say,some are gold and red,it's apparently all to do with insects again.

